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Good afternoon James,
I appreciate today's contact e-mail from you officially advising me of the change in
advocates for the Union. Until today, I have not been provided any information of
informed by anyone regarding this change. Nevertheless, I would like to move on and
hopefully communicate more effectively during this process.
Since you have been identified as the Union's First Chair in this case, I will direct all my
communication toward you. As such, I would greatly appreciate for your to contact me
at the office number provided so that we may discuss this case since the hearing date
is quickly approaching.
I strongly believe we should resolve as many procedural issues
as possible prior to the day of this hearing, including any possible settlement offers. I
look forward to your call.
Thank you,

Bobby Rodriguez
FAA Labor I Employee Relations Specialist
AWP - 16
Western-Pacific Region
Phone 310-725-7840
FAX
310-725-6834
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Hello J\Ir. Rodriguez,
I apologize for the confusion as \\'e were under the impression
you had been Cl(iYised of my
substitution on this case back in August when ?vIike Hull asked me to take his place due to his
un3.\·ailability for the original bearing date.
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\\'e \Viil h,n'c a brief inl~!rmatiCJn request for you in the next day or t\\'o.
We look forward

to hearing
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Have a great day.

Jay
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On Jan 26, 2012, at 1:04 P;\.'l, Bobbv.D.Rodrirwez/Z:Dfaa.Q.ov wrote:
Hello Mark,
I'm very familiar with this process as I do have a few cases in various arenas
under my belt. I was merely confirming if there was a change of presenting
advocate since I did not receive any word for my Union counterpart regarding
this subject. In the future, I would greatly appreciate a contact call from the
assigned advocate of record rather than an outside party, especially when I have
never heard of the individual mentioned and still awaiting to discuss matters of
the hearing with the advocate of record.
Thank you,

Bobby Rodriguez
FAA Labor I Employee
AWP - 16

Relations Specialist

Western-Pacific
Region
Phone 310-725-7840
FAX
310-725-6834
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Hi Bobby:

Maybe you're new. Jay will be the primary (1st chair) and
chair)

We will both be included

Thanks for your diligence

in discussions

1

will now be the secondary

advocate
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and planning.

and attention.

Mark

From: Bobby.D .Rod rig uez@faa.gov
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Arbitration

Mr. Barrett,
I have just been made aware you are seeking approval to be released from your
duties for the time period of February 14, 2012 through February 17, 2012. I
have also been informed you are requesting this release in order to prepare and
present a grievance, as the Union's 1st chair, that is currently scheduled for
hearing before Arbitrator Lindauer on February 16th and 17th.
Please be advised Mr. Mark Wilson has identified himself to Management as the
designated NATCA representative for this case that will present the grievance to
the Arbitrator, as the 1st chair, on February 16th and 17th. As such, Mr. Mark
Wilson has been the only NATCA representative I have been in communication
with regarding this grievance. Mr. Wilson's designation as the NATCA
representative for this grievance was most recently confirmed on Tuesday,
January 24,2012, when Mr. Wilson responded to a question, as the designated
NATCA Representative, that was posed to the advocates of record by Arbitrator
Lindauer.
Since this hearing is quickly approaching, please confirm if you have replaced
Mr. Wilson as the NATCA Representative that will be presenting this case to the
Arbitrator on February 16th and 17th. If there has been a change of Union
Advocates, there are several issues still pending \vhich the parties need to
6"l
discuss before the hearing. Those issues include; the moving papers, any
possible stipulations, the sought remedy and the issue of this case. These are

simply Issues I believe 'vvecan discuss and possibly agree upon prior to the day
of the hear-ing. As such, please advise if any changes have been made
regarding the Union's advocate of this case. This will allow me, Management's
representative,
the opportunity to know which Union representative will be the
designated advocate of record with the authority to discuss the above mentioned
issues as well as any possible remedy.
I have included Mr. Wilson in this e-mail for his response and confirmation as
well. I look forward to your response and if you have any questions or concerns
regarding this particular subject matter, call me at the office number provided.
Thank you,

Bobby Rodriguez
FAA Labor / Employee Relations Specialist
AWP - 16
Western-Pacific Region
Phone 310-725-7840
FAX
310-725-6834

